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TIP OF THE DAY
GET THIS NOW!
Do not leave home
without our premium
anti-aging sun protector.
You will fall in love with it.
Get 10% off by visiting:
thermalabs.com/vip

ProTecTan is Thermalabs’ Daily Sun Protection Lotion
SPF 30. A new innovative Broad Spectrum formula for a
wider protection against harmful UVA and UVB rays.
Paraben Free | Hypoallergenic | Dermatology Tested |
Water Resistant | Easy, light all over cover with a silky feel |
Non-Greasy/Sticky | Enriched with Vitamin E for skin protection | Enriched with Pro-Vitamin B5 for added moisture |
Safe for use on facial area, doesn’t sting/burn

Distributed by Market Group New York LLC (USA)
Market Group Europe Ltd (Europe)
TOLL FREE
USA +1 (877) 266-6257
EUROPE +44 (800) 358-5322
www.THERMALABS.com
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Things to Look For In a Beach Tent
A camping trip in the woods is never complete without a tent;
a trusty accessory where travelers can rest in during the night,
or hide in during the day. The tent you just purchased has
changed the way people go hiking or camping since always.
Now, it’s a fairly new invention called “A beach tent” and it’s
shaking up the marketplace. Beach tents, basically, are tents
specially engineered to stand up to the beach environment.
These tents are useful as a place to relax and hide in after a
long dip in the water. It is designed to shield you from the harsh
rays of the sun, preventing sunburn and to keep you safe from
the gust of wind and sand on the beach. Kids will also love the
bottom of the tents,
as they are extra
soft, shielding kids
from burning sands
or stray rocks.
This one’s a foldable
beach tent that can
be stored in a jiffy
to allow maximum
beach time.
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How to Setup, Fold and
Keep Your Beach Tent
1. Push together.
The first step is to pick up the folding
beach tent and push it together. When
pushing it together, make sure that the
folding beach tent is going inside of the
folds, and not outside. This helps keep
your tent organized and safe. Make
sure to hold on to the fold properly and
carefully as the tent may again spread out
or the folded parts spill out of the folds.

2. Fold.
Carefully fold the tent in
half, making sure that the
ends meet properly. Be
careful as the springs in
the tent mat cause it to
pop out again, or worse,
even snap. Make sure that
the previously folded parts
do not unfold or spill out
when doing this. Hold the folded tent with one hand to assure
that the folding tent is in place.
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3. Rotate.
Following the
previous instruction,
you should be holding
the tent with just one
hand, in the tip. Now,
rotate the tent by 90
degrees, still with the
hand that you used to
hold it with.

4. Release thumb
then push down.
Now that you have rotated your folding beach tent, carefully
release your thumb from the frame, making sure that the
frame you released is the
one nearer to your body. After
releasing your thumb, the tent
will expand a bit.
Since the tent expanded
a little bit after releasing
your thumb, push down the
topmost frame opposite to
your holding hand.
When pushing down, make
sure that you are turning the
tent towards you. In this way,
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you are folding the tent inside itself, making a circular shape,
rather than folding it just in half.

5. Pull your other hand.
While you are rotating the tent
and pushing it down, the hand
that you used to hold the two
frames earlier should also be
going towards you, creating a
circle. This may be a little bit
hard to imagine, but doing this
part simultaneously with step
five intuitively turns your folding
beach tent into a circular shape.

6. Compress and store.
Upon completing the circle,
your tent should now be folded.
Congratulations! Make sure that
the folding beach tent is properly
folded, or it may spring out again if
left unattended or improperly stored.
Compress the tent, pushing out
excess air and securing the frames in
place. Our folding beach tent comes
with a carry bag so make sure to
place your tent inside it afterwards.
8
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The Many Uses of a Beach Tent
For families or individuals who love outdoor activities such
as sunbathing, camping or picnicking on parks, investing
in a weatherproof beach tent is beneficial for you. A folding
beach tent will serve as your shade and portable shelter from
different weather conditions wherever you go. Just be sure to
pick the appropriate tent if ever you are planning to buy one
because there are different structures and purposes of the
tent. Here are some of the several uses of beach tents.
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For Sunbathing Purposes
One of the main purposes of a beach tent is to serve as a
shade on sea shores, just in case there are no cottages or
trees around the beach. Even if there are cottages available, it
is still better to have your own beach tent for privacy. The best
advantage is that you are protected from the harmful UV rays
of the sun if you have a beach tent with UPF.

• For Camping, Picnic or Adventure Purposes
If you are an outgoing person and love to go with your friends
eating in the park, camping, hiking or mountain climbing, a
beach tent is an advantage for you. You can stay everywhere
at night without worrying about the weather as long as you
have a waterproof and durable beach tent.

• For Home Use
If you want to make a special moment with your spouse, you
can popup a beach tent in your garden, you can stare at the
stars all night while reminiscing your special moments. Or you
can create special bonding moments with your kids playing in
a mini-house during weekends.

• Provides Privacy
Wherever you go and whatever your adventure is, you can
change your clothes anytime inside a beach tent instead of
looking for a comfort room or waiting for your turn in a long
line of comfort room users.
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Thermalabs Beach Tent Features
Instant pop up
A Folding beach tent will work wonders on the beach. It
only takes a minute or two for set up. Folding beach tents
are engineered to be easy to set up via an instant pop up
technique, which takes a few minutes tops to get going.
Folding beach tents have minimal components. A small
number of pegs are included, but there will be minimal to no
need for using mallets and such to set up a tent.

Fast cleanup
Folding beach tents can be cleaned up in a jiffy. Since folding
beach tents are designed to be extremely minimal, a fast
cleanup is assured upon purchase.
There are a small amount of pegs to be collected, and the
tent can be folded in just a minute or two. No hassles at all.

Carry bags
Any folding beach tent should always have a carry bag
included. These carry bags are designed to fit a folding
beach tent when folded. Carry bags also prevent your beach
tents from popping out when stored. The handles on the
carry bags also make it convenient for storing and traveling.
Carry bags keep the beach tent snug and fit, perfect for a
travel to the beach or park.
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Ultraviolet Protection
Not all folding beach tents are designed to block out the sun’s
harmful rays completely. The sun’s ultraviolet (UV) rays are
harmful to the skin. Usually, sunblock is used to protect the
skin from harmful UV rays.
For tents, the term Ultraviolet Protection Factor (UPF) was
coined to signify the effectiveness of its protection. Beach
tents differ in their UPF ratings. UPF 40-50 is the sweet spot
for extreme UV protection. UPF 25-39 is very good. UPF 1524 is okay. If it is lower than UPF 15 it is not recommended!

Sand pockets
The best beach tents come with a feature called “sand
pockets”. Sand pockets are basically pockets on the outer
sides of a folding beach tent. These pockets can be filled with
sand to serve as a paperweight to stop the tent from moving
and being blown away. It also keeps the tent sturdy no matter
what happens.

Ventilation zips
Another overlooked aspect for beach tents is the ventilation
inside the tent itself. Some folding beach tents have
ventilation zippers inside the tents. These ventilation zippers
can be opened up to allow better ventilation inside the tent.
Perfect when you’re taking a break from all the swimming
and beach Frisbee.
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The Role of Beach Tent in Caring for
Your Self-Tanned Skin
As a self tanner aficionado you always know that sun
bathing for self tanners like you is a bit prohibited. It is
because when under the sun your skin will be burnt and
when your skin is burnt, it will flake and will peel in a few
days up to one week. If you’d applied a self tanning product
to your skin before it burned, the effectivity of the self-tanner
would only last for a few days instead of for two weeks,
more or less. Obviously nobody wants their self tanner to
fade fast. If you can’t resist to go on the beach while you are
in the process of self tanning, here are some helpful tips to
give extra care to your self-tanned skin.

Stay on beach tents
Sunscreen can’t be applied all over your body, thus you are
not still 100% protected from UV radiation. Staying under
the shade especially when the sun is very high must be
strictly observed. From 10 am to 4 pm, limit your exposure
to the sun because those are the times when the UV rays
are most intense. Thus it is a good idea to bring a beach
tent for you to relax in while you are staring at the beach.
There are different kinds of beach tents which you may
enjoy according to your preference. Pop-up beach tents are
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recommended because it is portable, foldable and very
convenient to set up. It is not only good for the beach but
good also for camping or hiking purposes as well.

Extra tips:
• Cover yourself
When you go under the sun wear appropriate clothing to
cover your skin like long sleeves, sunglasses, and wide
hats. If you are fashion
conscious, there are
lots of fashionable
long sleeves, and hats
that are very much
appropriate as beachwear.
• Use SPF
Covering yourself with
cloth is very minimal
in terms of the UV
penetration unto your
skin. Apply substantial
amount of Thermalabs ProTecTan or other premium
sunblock on your skin, 15 to 30 minutes before going
under the sun. The higher the SPF (Sun Protection Factor)
of the sunscreen is, the thicker the protection is. Reapply
every after two hours or when necessary, especially if you
want to stay longer under the sun.
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Fun Things to Do inside
your Beach Tent
While everybody loves going to the beach, traipsing on
the water, building sandcastles or just simply enjoying the
fresh ocean breeze, everybody has to agree that being
out in the sun for too long is something we can do without
(except for sunbathing and tan lines.)
That is precisely why a beach tent certainly comes in
handy for that quick trip to the beach. Whether you’re
going alone or with the company of your friends or family,
a beach tent ensures that you get all the fun, without
getting too much of the sun’s harmful rays on you.
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Here are just a few things and activities you can
enjoy in your beach tent:
Have a picnic: If you get in early, you’d prefer to be out in
the sun, but as the afternoon comes and the sun begins to
grow hotter, a beach tent provides the perfect spot for you
to have that picnic lunch. A beach tent with sufficient room
and ventilation helps keep you cool while you enjoy lunch.
A reading sanctuary: For those who are not the outdoors
type and prefer a book over swimming, a beach tent offers
the perfect surrounding and just the right amount of shade
for reading. A folding beach tent may be your best bet,
especially if you’re the loner of the group.
A gaming area: A beach tent with just enough room may
also provide the best spot for a friend to gather together and
spend a quiet afternoon together, playing cards, chatting (or
even napping.)
A makeshift kitchen: While you may want to keep the grill
(or anything hot and burning) away from the beach tent,
your cooler and other cooking-related stuff should better be
in the coolness and shade of the tent.
A fort, a castle, a house, anything!: It’s childish yes, and
this may be the single entry on the list that is reserved for
kids, but you may opt to let your kids’ imaginations run wild
and let them use the beach tent when they play. But it also
keeps the kids in one place so you’ll be assured they’re all
in one place, and are safe.
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Where Else Can You Use the Tent
A good beach tent will have plenty of uses and value. It
provides you plenty of comfort, shade, and a sense of
security and space when you bring it along to your beach
trips. But useful as it already is, there is still plenty of use
you can get out of it.
Here are several places and applications for your trusty
beach tent:
1. The front lawn: Your beach tent would be perfect
for your front lawn. Consider it a bigger, cozier lawn
chair, where you can get to hang out and have
sufficient cover from the sun. Should you be using a
folding beach tent, it only makes
it more convenient to set up and
pack up after use.
2. For parties: A standard beach
tent would serve you well for
your next outdoors party on your
yard. You can place it in the
middle where people can gather
and line up to get food, or place
it on a particularly sunny side of
the lawn along with a table and
several chairs.
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3. For Camping: The beach tent is easy and comfortable
for a camping trip. It keeps you warm at night (just
make sure you bring an extra blanket).
4. A market stall: You can easily assemble a beach tent
on your front yard and set up a table where you can
adequately display your items for sale. Should you be
joining market fairs, a good-sized beach tent will also
serve you well along with sturdy tables, just make
sure the struts are properly supported and weighed
down or staked to the ground to keep it down.
5. As a covered walkway: for those times when the rain
just keeps on pouring, you can lineup a series of
beach tents end to end and create a perfect covered
walkway to take you from the front lawn to your
doorstep high and dry.
With some creativity and imagination,
your beach tent will do wonders and will
have plenty of applications. While it is
not as sturdy and permanent, the fact
remains that it can be moved and can
easily be assembled and disassembled.
It is this kind of portability and mobility,
and the relatively cheap cost that makes
the beach tent such a versatile piece of
shelter.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q: How light is the product?
A: The product weighs 3lbs.

Q: How big is the product?
A: The product is 50cm in diameter when folded. It is circular
when folded. When it is set up, the product is 190 cm length x
100 cm width x 106 cm high. A medium-sized suitcase will be
able to carry the product with no hassle.

Q: How many kids will be able to fit in the tent?
A: The tent can fit in as much as three kids comfortably.
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Q: How many open sides does the tent have?
A: The tent has two sides that can be opened. One side is
naturally open. The other side is closed, but can be zipped up
to be opened. This allows you to open the tent on both sides.
It can be used as an extension if needed.

Q: Is the tent waterproof?
A: The beach tent is designed for use at sunny places like
the beach. However, it can be relied on for light rain showers.
The floor material is PE which has the water proof function.

Q: My tent came with pockets on the outside. What
purpose does it serve?
A: The pockets on the outside of your tent are called sand
bags. These pockets can be filled up with sand on the beach
to secure your tent in place.

Q: What does UPF mean?
A: UPF stands for Ultraviolet Protection Factor. Bascially, it’s
the measurement for tents’ UV ray protection capabilities,
much like SPF is for sunblock.

Q: What UPF does the product have?
A: The beach tent is UPF 50. It is one of, if not THE highest in
the market. It protects any skin type from any intensity of the
sun. Tents with UPF 40-50 provide the best UV protection.
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Q: My tent has zippers on the inside. What are these for?
A: The zippers inside your tent are called ventilation zippers.
These zippers can be opened up and used if you find it too
hot inside the tent. It adds more ventilation to the tent while
keeping you hidden from the rays of the sun.

Q: What other items does the product have?
A: The folding beach tent comes with pegs, guide ropes, a
carry bag and this guide.

Q: Can I use my tent only on the beach?
A: Even though the product is a beach tent, it can also be
used in parks, picnics and even camping.
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Q: How can I learn more?
A: Thermalabs publishes weekly articles, tips and insights
on www.thermalabs.com. We are proud to be the brand
of choice when it comes to beach products such as this
tent. But our quality products don’t stop there. We offer
phenomenal sun screen protectors as well as other great
tanning and self tanning products. Visit thermalabs.com and
join our VIP testing group (for free!) to receive updates about
our products and offers as well as get free samples of new
products we release all year long!

www.THERMALABS.com
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